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(Left to Right): Arlene Bernstein, Outgoing Director: Life-
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Ayesha Hoorzook at her Farewell function on 29 June 2010.
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“We are fundamentally redefining the role LifeLine Johannesburg 
will be playing in the South African context in years to come.”

CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT
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The last year can well and truly be described as a year of 
change for LifeLine Johannesburg.  In August we welcomed 
our new Executive Director, Lauren Jankelowitz, who hit  

the ground running even before officially starting in her role by  
organising for the Norwood centre to be repainted by our volun-
teers and other community members. Each person donated 67 
minutes of their time on Mandela Day.  In organising this event, 
we got a hint of the pace at which Lauren was planning to drive 
the organisation, and the pace has certainly not let up since.

After several years in the research, discussion and planning 
phases, it was this year that LifeLine Southern Africa in general, 
and LifeLine Johannesburg in particular, took up the new vision of 
Building Community Heart and started running with it.  In addition 
to our traditional (and still deeply valued) person-centred counsel-
ling and facilitation services, LifeLine Johannesburg has set off in 
earnest to consult, communicate, skill-up and pilot the community 
dialogue service, through which we hope to facilitate change  
in communities, by the communities.  This is a new and as yet  
unexplored venture for us, and in the process we are fundamen-

tally redefining the role LifeLine Johannesburg will be playing in 
the South African context in years to come.

In addition to pushing into community dialogue venture,  
we have also won a tender from the Gauteng Department of 
Social Services to support Victim Empowerment Programme 
counsellors in police stations all over Johannesburg.  With this 
win we have been able to both get a “foot in the door” with the 
DoSS, in itself is a significant win, as well as be funded be able 
to significantly extend an initiative which we were up to that point 
running on a small, unfunded basis.  The contract, which has just 
been renewed for another year, holds much promise in terms 
of the range of services we will be able to offer, as well as our 
footprint of funding partners.

It has been said that in order to grow one needs to change,  
and with change also comes pain.  Indeed, growth and pain  
go hand-in-hand, as we well know from our person-centred  
approach, and LifeLine Johannesburg as an organisation has not 
been spared the pain that goes with these changes.  The intro-
duction of the Building Community Heart focus has created much 
anxiety amongst both volunteers and staff, and a lot of effort has 
gone into communicating, skilling and hearing these anxieties.   
I believe we are mostly over that hurdle now, with a critical mass 
of people fully on board and excited about the possibilities it 
brings.  Additionally, with Lauren taking over the helm of this 
organisation, she brings along a new style of leadership and a 
new focus on expanding and refocusing.  Inevitably, a change in 
leadership and direction also brings with it anxieties and pain as 

old comfort zones are challenged, and the renegotiating of roles, 
salaries, expectations and ownership of value within LifeLine has 
been an on-going task for each member, and is still in progress.

Our strategic focus remains on sustainability, development 
and relevance.  Sustainability talks to the need to attract fund-
ing, without which we cannot operate.  This need in turn has 
been one of the drivers for the expanding of our services to 
community dialogues and VEP support, since these are areas of 
social involvement for which funding exists.  Funding our person-
centred counselling services remains a challenge, although a few 
opportunities do exist.  Additionally, the need to attract funding 
has increasingly translated to a need to diversify the organisation 
along cultural and demographical lines, with a particular focus 
on the diversity of the board.  Ensuring that the board reflects 
both the range of services we now engage in, as well as the rich 
diversity of the communities we service, remains a challenge and 
is a key focus of the board for the next year.

Development talks to the need to develop and nurture growth in 
individuals and communities.  Without doubt the personal growth 

of individuals has been a key differentiator of LifeLine since  
its inception, and our focus is now expanding to the growth of  
communities as well.  We are now operating from four service 
centres (excluding the police stations where VEP support is 
offered), and are hoping to expand this number in the next and 
following years.  Finally, relevance talks to the need to remain 
visible, relevant and valuable in the context of a changing South 
Africa.  It is clear that extending our range of services to both 
communities that may battle with elementary needs as well 
as victims of crime is a push in the right direction in remaining 
relevant, and the availability of funding for such projects strongly 
echoes that.  In addition, increased visibility through partnerships, 
PR and advertising is an on-going activity.

In conclusion, I want to thank the outgoing Board for their 
dedicated and valuable service over the last year, and wish the 
new Chairperson and Board much success in steering this very 
special organisation forward over the next period.  I also want  
to thank Lauren for her untiring and determined leadership  
and management of LifeLine.  Finally, a big thank-you to the  
volunteers who continue to give of their time to deliver the serv-
ices that are so needed, and to the staff for their untiring efforts 
and dedication.
 
 
 
Menahem Fuchs
Outgoing Chairperson: LifeLine Johannesburg 
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The end of this AGM month will be my twelfth month 
as Executive Director with LifeLine Johannesburg. 
This past year has been one of considerable change  

for LifeLine JHB. The organisation bid a sad farewell to Arlene who 
had been at the helm for close on two decades. I came in with 
different expertise and a new vision, and with the mandate to drive 
change in the organisation. The combination of Arlene going, me 
coming and the organisation needing to grapple with a broaden-
ing of focus to include community engagement through dialogue, 
could have led to an insecure and unstable organisational space. 
However, I think LifeLiners have embraced the changes and have 
welcomed me, enabling the warm, caring space that LifeLiners 
have come to know and love to be able to continue and even 
to start to spread. “People can’t live with change if there’s not a 
changeless core inside them. The key to the ability to change is a 
changeless sense of who you are, what you are about and what 
you value.” --Stephen Covey. LifeLine JHB has such a core, and 
this allows us to weather the storms that come with change. But, 
change also brings renewal and growth and development, and 
a confidence in the necessity for change and in one’s ability to 
withstand it, also opens one up to accept the gifts of change.

The great work that LifeLine JHB has always delivered  
continued this past year, with calls answered 24 hours a day, 
face-to-face counselling offered through 4 sites across broader 
Johannesburg, trauma counselling and containment offered  
more broadly through our expanding VEP project, life-changing 
personal growth and counselling skills training and advanced train-
ing offered to existing and new volunteers, and peer education and 

life-skills projects offered within Alexandra and Soweto.
New processes and projects were also initiated, as follows:
1. Community engagement through dialogue processes were 
initiated in Alexandra on World AIDS Day, in Soweto with  
refugee youth, and at Rosebank College with students.
2. Broader VEP by extending involvement from 4 to 17 police 
stations across JHB.
3. Redesign of the peer education project to allow for greater 
impact in Alexandra during 2011/12.

Very importantly, we have begun dialogue within our own  
community of LifeLine JHB. Five Champions for Change  
trainings have taken place internally. And one group of process 
guides has been trained.

So far, it has been an exciting journey, with much support  
from the Board, new and old funders, partners, staff, volunteers, 
counsellors and the community. I would like to thank you all  
for being open to the changes I have introduced. Thank you  
especially to all those who give of themselves voluntarily to  
enable us to build an even better organisation, responsive to  
the needs of our communities.

In going forward in 2011, LifeLine Johannesburg is looking 
forward to continuing to embrace the change process we have 
started, while ensuring existing services are well managed  
and supported.

Watch this space for growth, exciting change and sustained 
impact.
Lauren Jankelowitz
Director

DIRECTOR’S REPORT

TREASURER’S REPORT

LifeLine after a shaky 2010 result of a loss of R157k 
has consolidated its performance in 2011. In 2010  
we struggled with our big funder the National Lottery  

Development Trust Fund (NLDT) who were in a state of  
upheaval through change of management and therefore were  
not able to confirm funding applied for in 2009 and 2010 to  
many applicants. However, this has changed and LifeLine  
Johannesburg has received funding catch up.

The net surplus for 2011 after interest was R80k. In 2010 we 
made a loss of R157k. A provision has been created before the 
surplus for desperately needed development funding for equip-
ment, accreditation and promotional materials which we will be 
spending in the first quarter of 2012 financial year.

LifeLine Corporate has experienced a very difficult year with 
companies cutting back on life skill based training. Overall the 
division made a surplus of R256k contribution and R34k after 
administrative cost allocations.

The Employee Wellness division has been securing new con-
tracts in the latter part of 2011 and this will come to full  

fruition in 2012. Costs are high in this area but with the new con-
tracts we expect to at least achieve budget. Changes in staffing 
have been made from July 2011 which will improve the situation. 
The department made R97k contribution and after administrative 
allocations, it made a loss of R128k.

Donor income relied on the R1.8m received from NLDT and 
this allowed us to expand our counselling activities in Soweto and 
Alexandra by increasing the number of training courses held and 
following on by increasing our intern numbers. We have also been 
able to expand these areas into community work as well. This 
funding will continue until September 2011. We have been very 
dependent on NLDT funding, which is a concern, but in 2012 we 
have received new donors and are developing more.

Expansion into the communities has been the main cause of the 
increased by 37%, but this has all been majority funded. Costs are 
being controlled as much as possible, although like all other South 
Africans we are struggling with huge increase in electricity costs. 

Cash Flow has been well managed and we have received the 
benefit of donor funding up front which has allowed us to invest in 
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the projects funded with confidence. This has resulted in a carry 
forward of R1.7m of funding into 2012 which gives us a steady 
base from which to operate in this new financial year.

The outlook for 2012 is promising as we have several new 
donors funding new projects which allow us to grow the LifeLine 
name in our community.

I would like to thank the LifeLine staff, particularly Kim Allan, Fi-
nance and Development Manager and Tsepiso Mahliwa, Finance 
Administrator, for their support and for their efforts to manage 
costs and to make this year’s financial controls successful.
Janet King
LifeLine Treasurer
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CLINICAL MANAGER’S REPORT
INTRODUCTION

When I think about this year, the word that perpetually comes  
to mind is “change”, which resulted for me in much turmoil and 
pain – professional and personal - and then later in understanding, 
peace and even a renewed passion for the tasks at hand. With 
Arlene’s resignation, the loss and uncertainty that presented itself, 
the adjustment required not only to a new Director, in Lauren,  
but also in that she was employed with a more business and less 
clinical focus, has had repercussions for the counselling team.  
However, with much work, communication, adjustment, thinking 
out of the box and with an evolving process of change within the 
counselling department, the way forward can be said to be excit-
ing, growth-oriented, nurturing, developmental and enriching.   

CHANGES
These beginning changes can be highlighted as follows:
Counselling Manager to Clinical Manager
The Counselling Manager title has changed to Clinical  
Manager so as to represent the change in functions from  
managing counselling and training processes primarily,  
focussed on the Norwood centre to the clinical oversight/  
supervisory/management role of ALL the counselling  
and clinical activities within the Norwood, Soweto and  
Alexandra centres.  
This Clinical Manager role needs to develop to be less hands-on 
and this change is evolving with time as the Clinical Manager  
now needs to draw on experienced and available resources 
to assist with specific tasks.  Some of the processes that have 
changed in this period are:
1. Internship Co-Ordinator
Isabella Holden has taken on the co-ordination of the internship 
programme.
2. In-House training
The face-to-face and couple counselling training offered to  
counsellors has been and will continue to be handed over  
to experienced counsellors and trainers to present and offer  
this training. 
3. Debriefing teams
A debriefing team, including the Clinical Manager, has been  
set-up to assist with the debriefing of the course facilitators  
in Norwood (morning and evening); Alexandra and Soweto.   
Each member of this team then also reports in to the  
Clinical Manager.
4. Selection teams
Within the new structure, that is the change in function of  
the Director and Clinical Manager, as well as considering  
the increasing number of attendees of our course, the  
selection process also needed to change.  A selection team  
was set up as lead panel members and other experienced  
facilitators invited to be panel members.  The process worked 
well enough with some hiccups that can be ironed out before  
the next selection process.   

5. August Course – 2011
Due to the implementation of the Community Engagement  
model within LifeLine as well as there being a vision for new  
and different activities, which would require the availability of 
facilitators, time as well venue, it has been decided to not  
undertake an August course for this year.  The time and resourc-
es will be used to offer a growth group for existing volunteers, 
support groups, advanced training opportunities, talk circles 
within the LifeLine community to talk about the impact of change 
as well as other issues raised in Champion’s training processes. 

HIGHLIGHTS
The highlights in this year can be reported as follows:
• Advanced training of 16 Facilitators in facilitation and support 
group work skills was undertaken by Ububele.
 • The continual increase in demand for F2F, trauma and  
especially couple counselling.
• The work that was being done with the Victim Empowerment 
Programmes in Norwood, Moroka, Jabulani, Yeoville  
and Melville had been formalised with the Department of  
Social Services and Department of Safety.  The number of Victim 
Empowerment Programme’s LifeLine is now involved  
in and provides support to being now seventeen.  A detailed 
report of this process is attached.
• The integration of 24 new counsellors in April 2010 and another 
37 new counsellors in October 2010.  32 interns are preparing for 
readiness interviews presently, with some going on to be active 
counsellors, a few VEP trauma containment workers and other 
community workers. 
• The February 2011 course was oversubscribed with three  
morning, six evening, one Soweto and two Alexandra groups.   
A total of 94 participants.
• A much more intense mentor and ongoing skills training  
programme was introduced, with mentor groups meeting  
weekly or fortnightly, depending on the need within the group. 
This process assisted ongoing growth and a better grasp and  
integration of skills by the interns.
• Monthly supervision meetings are a highlight. Rape  
and couple supervision meetings are also held regularly.  
A new trauma supervision process was devised and newly 
trained trauma counsellors are to attend a supervision  
group meeting.
• Continuation of ongoing as well as advanced trainings  
e.g. Family constellations, drama therapy, F2F, trauma,  
Couple, new facilitator and Hiv post diagnosis training. 

PLACEMENT OF STUDENTS 
• Patricia Johnson-Peterson is continuing BPsych degree; 
• Razia Bham successfully completed her Board examination 
and is now a registered counsellor;
• Megan Main-Baillie completing hours for a BPsych degree;
• Lara Lorge – Fourth year Wits Social Work student;
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• Catherine Ramotlalane completed a Social Auxiliary 
Worker certificate.
• Corne Wentzel completed half of her required hours at 
LifeLine and for a varied experience decided to complete  
her hours at Family Life Centre.

A research project investigating the reasons  
counsellors remain committed to LifeLine and  
reasons why volunteers leave was undertaken.  
The gist of the results being:
• Volunteer retention is a difficult task in any organisation but that 
on the whole LifeLine fares quite well due to the effective supervi-
sion and ongoing training processes.
• The primary reason for volunteer attrition is natural attrition  
i.e. studies, work and family commitments and relocation.
• The difficulties experienced by volunteers that contributed to 
their leaving may have been the overnight shifts, length of shifts, 
type of caller i.e. regular/abusive and sex callers, as  
well as limited time available to commit to LifeLine.
• The primary reasons that counsellors remain committed  
is the nature of the work i.e. the rewards experienced in  
counselling and empowering others, ongoing growth,  
awareness and learning’s as well as the sense of belonging  
and support experienced at LifeLine.  
• I attended two-day Suicide Asist training – Suicide First aid  
as well as a Safe Talk train the trainer programme in Port  
Elizabeth.  I will be offering and facilitating the Safe Talk training 
with all our counsellors in this year.

CHALLENGES
Our challenges experienced in this year are:
• Filling the overnight roster.
• Technological issues – not being able to hear callers at times, 
temperamental recording system; 
• The number of silent or dropped calls – this may be due to  
the problems with the 0861 routing system.
• The change processes within LifeLine has left some of our 
counsellors feeling vulnerable and insecure.  
• Financial resources to upgrade our counselling rooms as  
well as to provide the sound and recording equipment for the F2F 
rooms.

TO LOOK FORWARD TO
There are many processes that have been in the pipeline 
for a long time that will be implemented in the next period.  
These processes to look forward to are:
• 0861 line – we will be utilising a new internet/computer based 
“PABX in the cloud” system to answer the 0861 line.  This new 
system should hopefully remedy some of the problems being 
experienced currently on the lines. All telephone counsellors will 
be trained in the new system.  In time, our own local line will be 
ported to this system as well.
• Overnight shifts to be done at home.  (Counsellors will need  

a computer, adsl line, headset as well as a confidential space).
• A website based system for counsellors to book shifts online and 
to see an online training calendar, then to book to attend online. 
• An offering of email counselling via this website link.
• To book clients for F2F session through an automated online 
system. 
• National database – collection and collation of all statistics will 
be done in a   standardised systematic way by all LifeLine centres 
nationally.
• The offering of support groups;
• Growth course for existing volunteers;
• New introductory -Pre-growth/counselling skills - course for 
potential volunteers who can decide whether to continue as  
a champion or a counsellor within LifeLine.
• Advanced rape training.
• Prepare/Enrich training for couple counsellors.

IN REMEMBRANCE
Tom Bale served as a committed LifeLine counsellor for  
24 years, always willing to go above the call of duty. He was  
central in his support of fundraising events such as the  
Proms and golf day.  He passed away in November 2010  
at the age of 71. Tom is sorely missed by us all at LifeLine.  
We miss you Tom. 

  

 
February 2010      80        41            37             32
August 2010      54        42            28             28
February 2011      94        54

Attended   Selected   Integrated   ActiveCOURSE

STATISTICS AND TRENDS
Personal Growth, Interpersonal and Counselling  
Skills Course

TELEPHONE COUNSELLING  
Norwood
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F2F, TRAUMA AND RAPE COUNSELLING 
Norwood, Alexandra and Soweto

COMBINED STATISTICS – TELEPHONE, F2F AND COMMUNITY CONTACTS
Alexandra, Norwood and Soweto

THANK YOU!
I wish to extend a very warm “Thank you” to all these  
very special LifeLiners for their support, hard work and  
dedication to LifeLine and to the Counselling department in  
the last year:
• Arlene – outgoing Director
• Lauren – incoming Director

• Pauline – Counselling Co-Ordinator
• Isabella – VEP, Course enquiry and Internship Co-Ordinator 
• Supervisors; Facilitators; Counsellors; VEP volunteers;  
Students and Staff members
Lorraine Mitchell
Clinical Manager
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECTS/SERVICES
1.COUNSELLING
LifeLine offers much needed at no or low cost counselling servic-
es that are easily accessible for the general community to be able 
to deal with social ills like crime, poverty, illness, HIV and AIDS, 
depression, unemployment, bereavement, rape and trauma, 
violence, suicide, gender abuse, relationship issues, loneliness 
and self-esteem. Our purpose is to engage the  
community at all relevant structures to find solutions to their  
own problems and take responsibility for their actions. Our  
clients compose of extremely diverse clientele accessing services 
– from the well-heeled, to the impoverished, including refugees, 
from the most disadvantaged to the well educated.

In the last year LifeLine Soweto has seen over 4 000  
people for counselling services. Most people come for family  
relationship issues.
 
TOTAL OF PEOPLE SEEN APRIL 2010-MARCH 2011      4 099
GENDER 
MALES                  1 550 
FEMALES            2 531
COUPLES/FAMILIES/GROUP             18
SERVICES OFFERED 
TELEPHONE             613
FACE-TO-FACE          3 152
CONTACTS             334

Client’s Story
“At first it was dark, there was no light in my life and some-
body told me about LifeLine. I thought how is Lifeline going 
to help me get out of this dark place; I was not aware that it 
was my own effort to get out of that dark space and because 
I kept on asking the counsellor why are you repeating eve-
rything that I am saying, until I felt the heaviness around my 
shoulders getting easier. And now it’s easy for me to relate 
with my family after feeling abused for a very long time and I 
also started to understand about forgiveness”.

2. LIFELINE PERSONAL GROWTH AND SKILLS TRAINING
Through this training we have seen men and women change 
their lives for the better. They have learned communication and 
interpersonal skills that has allowed them to deal with issues that 
they normally can’t handle.

Reasons people attend the Lifeline training:
1. The need to be a social worker but there are no funds to go  
to tertiary
2. Need to be able to give back to the community
3. For self exploration, growth and to know self better in  
context to others
4. To get an opportunity to practice community work.

LIFELINE SOWETO REPORT

August 2010     18         7                     11
February 2011 - still  11               9            2

COMPLETED    DROPOUTSNumber of people registered

Personal growth and skills training

In August 2010
18 people registered for the course
7 people completed the course and were integrated to LL 
11 people dropped out for various reasons
• 4 secured jobs and they couldn’t continue
• 1 was accepted at a tertiary institution
• 1 was pregnant and had the baby sooner than expected
• 1 lost interest early in the course
• 3 didn’t make it in the selection interviews
 
In February 2011
• 11 people registered for the course
• 9 were accepted
• 1 decided to attend at Norwood
• 1 couldn’t make it due to time constraints (training was moved 
from Tuesday to Wednesday)

Participants’ story
“During this training I’ve learnt to appreciate myself better 
and not allow anyone else to put me down. One day after the 
training session I went home and I packed my bags and went 
back to my parents’ home because I felt my partner did not 
appreciate me enough. Today we are engaged to be married 
in October 2011 because I became honest with my feelings” 
Trainee.

“At first when I started training it wasn’t easy because I 
asked myself why I am so tired and as the time went by it 
was so fulfilling and I realised that it is still a journey, and 
learning from the participants is a wonderful experience, for 
example personal growth changed peoples’ lives in a posi-
tive way and people around them can notice the change and 
appreciate the change that they are seeing“.

3. MENTORSHIP PROJECT
LifeLine Mentorship project was a partnership between LifeLine 
Johannesburg and the then Umsobomvu Youth Fund, now  
National Youth Development Agency. It was a unique project that 
was aimed at addressing the needs of disadvantaged orphaned 
children in Soweto communities through mentorship activities by 
young people of the same communities.  
The project offered emotional support (counselling, mentorship, 
referrals and leadership skills) to the distressed children who bore 
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the burden of heading households at a premature age, it also 
mobilized additional support for the children from different local 
institutions to address other important challenges that the children 
were faced with, such as food, clothing, school fees, social docu-
ments, such as Identity documents and birth certificates etc.

Sites 8: White City, Orlando East, Orlando West, Dube,  
Meadowlands, Molapo, Naledi and Protea South
Mentors: over 100
Mentees: over 100

Mentorship successes 
• Most of the mentees got help with regard to birth certificates  
and ID’s 
• The mentors were fulfilling a role of giving back to the  
community because they were mentoring children from their  
own communities.
• A few of our mentors were chosen to study at the University 
of Johannesburg to study at the Raymond Ackerman Business 
entrepreneurial skills where they were taught how to start and  
run their own businesses.
• The mentorship programme played a significant role in the 
improvement of school performance of the mentees, since they 
received help from their mentors with regard to school – work e.g. 
reading, homework etc.
• Mitchell Olive donated hoodies (all in one winter polar fleece 
scarf’s and hats) to all mentees
• Mentors donated clothes and uniforms for their mentees 
• Two of the mentees completed/wrote the final Matric exams  
and passed
• Mentees were taken out on a trip to Zoo Lake and given presents 
• The project coordinator attended a five day training course on 
Community Development Facilitation offered by Siyakhula Trust, 
for her personal development.
• One female mentor Mbali Mhlongo, enrolled for a learnership 
programme with the Department of Social Development as an 
Auxiliary Social Worker. 
• Jabulile and Thabiso have continued to support their assigned 
mentees in their private capacity. Thabiso has increased the 
number of young people he supports without any prompting.  
He has started his own catering business, and intends to host a 
get together for all the mentors who were involved with Lifeline.
• Five mentors were trained as champions with the hope to 
continue with community work. The exiting of both the Soweto 
manager and the Lifeline director in July 2010 had a negative 
impact on the potential continuation of the project as the funding 
for the project was ended after eighteen months. 

“Due to boredom and peer pressure I got involved with a 
gangster so that he could support me. He taught me to rob 
houses and steal cars. I could not live with myself I learnt to 
smoke dagga, drank alcohol and tried other drugs; but my 
conscience kept bugging me to stop. I got the opportunity 

to be a mentor with LifeLine and learnt to love myself and 
was able to support orphans. Through caring for others I felt 
important, wanted and motivated to discourage other girls 
in the same situation like me to stop using drugs and being 
thugs. I was very disappointed when the LifeLine mentorship 
program ended because it exposed me to other young people 
who had dreams and goals and motivated me to do the same 
I decided to change my life and go back to school, mentor.”

Summary of plans for 2011 and successes
The first quarter of 2011 January-March the emphasis was to 
get the Jabavu office up and running by creating awareness and 
building trust with the relevant stakeholders in the community. 
To do this we needed to concentrate and put our effort in making 
sure that as the community trickles in to enquire more about 
Lifeline; there is always someone in the office. To make sure that 
there is consistency in visibility and attending meetings, offering 
wellness talks in the areas where we had committed Lifeline.  

1. Extending the Lifeline footprint into Soweto
a) To be more visible through campaigns, local and popular news 
papers, Soweto TV, Jozi fm. 
• Two articles on Jozi fm and the Caxton local newspapers.
b) Use the door-to-door campaign to create awareness on Lifeline
• 50 house-holds visited 
c) Wellness talks at clinics, schools, churches and any other  
community platforms available:
• We have established a working relationship at Mofolo and 
Jabavu clinics offering wellness talks three days a week, through 
these talks the Jabavu statistics are slowly on the rise.
• A counsellor has been placed at Jabavu Technical School three 
days a week to offer counselling for the learners.
d) Participate in exhibitions around Soweto and access to malls 
to inform people about Lifeline.
• Participated in the Soweto Health and wellness exhibition held 
at the University of Johannesburg February 2011
• Collaborated with Tshepo Themba Hospital and presented on 
Lifeline at a local church Oasis of God to 300 congregants.
e) Participate in local forums and committees
• Already participating in two at Jabavu and Mofolo health forums.
f) Collaborate with other organisations within Soweto in order to 
form partnerships
• Introductions and working relationships have been established 
with Olive Leaf Foundation, LoveLife, Tshwaranang Legal  
Centre, Lungelo Women’s centre, 
g) Established a support group for young girls to discuss issues 
around gender based violence, sexuality, and peer pressure.

2. Community dialogues
The first community conversations will take place in Jabavu with 
the Methodist Church migrant community within the yard as it has 
come to LifeLine’s attention that there are always fights between 
the residents themselves due to various reasons like unemploy-
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COUNSELLING STATS:                 4 755
MALES                   2 018 
FEMALES                  2 737
FACE-FACE                  4 383
TELEPHONE       372
 
SCHOOLS PROJECTS      494
FEMALE        206
MALE        288
FACE-FACE       494
Cases dealt with:  Family problems, divorce or separation, 
learners shop lifting or looting the shops.

PEER EDUCATION CONTACTS              35 428
MALES                 19 428
FEMALES                16 000
OTHER CONTACTS     
PARTNERSHIP MEETINGS     200
COUNSELLOR TRAINING             
TRAUMA DEBRIEFING/SKEEN,  
REALOGILE & OK STORE                        2 500   
MENTOR & SUPERVISION     120
REFERALS         60 
      
TOTAL CONTACTS                  2 894

CHALLENGES: 
• Loss of trainees during the course.
• Office space, we are working hard to find new offices in  
Alexandra because our centre has become small.  We need 
our own building if possible to be able to run training sessions, 
meetings and have dedicated offices.

HIGHLIGHTS:
• We have 10 active counsellors.
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ment, lack of food and fear of the broader community.

Needs for the office and community outreach
• Marketing materials i.e. Banners, pamphlets and Tshirts
• Computers
• Microwave, heater 
• Blinds for counselling rooms
• Donations for our clients (canned food, non-perishable  
foods, board games i.e. Monopoly, scrabble, chess etc.)
• Soccer balls • Books
• Children’s clothes • Toys for young children
• Pure volunteers to be champions for change
 

We would like to thank
• All the counsellors of Soweto for their understanding when it 
comes to community work, for being flexible and go with the flow 
whenever the need arose.
• Sheila for her continued support in donating magazines for the 
office, blankets and moral support for counsellors.
• Connie for donating children’s clothes for some of our destitute 
clients.
• Valencia for donating a television set to Jabavu to be used for 
community work i.e. movies and educational materials.
Valencia Malaza
Lifeline Soweto Manager

• Have 11 new integrated counsellors from February and  
August courses.
• We have 16 active Peer Educators.
• Most of our counsellors and Peer Educators have attended 
Champions training.
• We have six Process Guides trained to run conversations in  
the community during 2011/12: these are counsellors, peer  
educators and staff members.
• We had successful World Cup Activities and were able to  
reach more community members during that time.
• World AIDS Day in Partnership with other NGO ’s was  
commemorated hosted by Lifeline Alexandra. The new model  
of community engagement through dialogue was launched on  
the day.
• Peer Education Systems where developed and implemented  
to encourage efficiency in dealing with the community.
• More counselling referrals were made to the Centre through 
Peer Educators.   
• Up-skilling of our Peer Educators is happening fairly well: Some 
are counsellors, process guides and employed part-time through 
LLSA Gender Based Violence and HIV & AIDS Toll free lines. 
• All our counsellors and Peer Educators are attending mentor-
ship and supervision groups.

MEDIA COVERAGE:
We have done several media clips with Hillside Digital, such as:  
• Teenage Suicide (in Sesotho and Zulu.)
• Depression and Alcohol (in South Sotho.)
• SABC & Lesedi FM: Suicide.
• SABC 1  “A re rataneng”  Dangerous Games/Youth.

CLIENTS VISITING ALEXANDRA CENTRE:
Since inception we have seen numerous community members 
who were helped through our centre coming back to give feed-
back: “Since I came to see you I am a new person, my family, 
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LIFELINE CORPORATE REPORT
The past year was another challenging year for LifeLine 
Corporate in terms of growth with an overall increase of 
17% in turnover. 

On the training front, Investec Limited continued their support 
by still providing 47% of training income.  Although contribution in 
training days from existing clients dropped considerably, 21 days 
training was secured from new clients.  A highlight was certainly 
securing Deloitte as a new client together with Finwood Paper 
and Hatch.

With regards to our Emotional Wellness Services (Employee 
Assistance Programme), we were happy to retain our two new 
clients acquired in 2010, Services SETA, Tshikululu Social Invest-
ments and adhoc clients Genesis Capital and Integr8, as well as 
retain Legal-Aid SA with an increase in their face to face counsel-
ling utilization.  We welcomed Chubb Security and Izinga Access 
on board with both a telephone counselling line and face to face 
trauma counselling services.  

We continued to receive support from the retail sector in terms 
of trauma debriefing following armed robberies and hi-jackings.  
New clients serviced in terms of face to face counselling or 

trauma debriefing were Servicestation, Stewart Inspection and 
Analysis, Brandish and Norman Goodfellows.

Utilisation of our Emotional Wellness Services increased  
steadily over the year with an initial 25 telephone calls, 12 face  
to face counselling sessions and 1 trauma debriefing session  
being held in the first quarter, to ending the year with 242  
telephone calls, 131 face to face sessions and 16 trauma debrief-
ings sessions for the year.

Decline on bottom line contribution this year can be attributed to 
the sharp increase in expenses in comparison to year ending 2010.
• Despite the Training Administrator being a key position it was 
decided not to appoint a replacement immediately when this posi-
tion became vacant in 2010.
• In order to offer Emotional Wellness Services (EWS) that  
competes with industry norms, that offers consistent quality, and 
ensures we increase our market penetration, a decision was 
taken to move EWS out of the counselling centre and create an 
EWS team consisting of professional, semi professional or more 
highly skilled counsellors. These team members are reimbursed 
for services rendered, albeit at a greatly reduced rate.

children and partner are giving feedback to say I am a  
better person, they can easily understand me and relate to 
me differently.”

Lifeline was invited to participate in South Sotho in a Lesedi 
FM show which was run during midnight by a lady called Nestum.  
Two days after a woman in her early fifties came to our centre for 
counselling, she was suicidal. She said when the show happened 
at midnight she was listening but busy mixing a rat poison (A le 
Phirimi) meaning the sun will not go down (to end her life).  She 
was happy that she did not kill herself but got a chance to share 
her difficulties.  The woman has committed to attending support 
counselling and through this has found some ways to deal with 
her problems.  She has also been referred to the CCMA to deal 
with work related issues and is being helped to deal with her 
childhood issues of abuse.
 
Life Line Course Testimonies:  Our past and current trainees 
are continuing to say that the course has helped them to make 
informed choices in their lives.  They are able to connect with 
themselves more and be able to honestly identify what they want 
and take action to make progress in their lives. Some of our ap-
plicants do our course to become counsellors and some just want 
to taste the personal growth to really know who they are and use 
the skills for their daily lives.

VOLUNTEERS TESTIMONIES:
Our counsellors and Peer Educators normally refer to LifeLine  

as their second home because they spend most of their time  
supporting community work and they also feel safe in the  
environment because they are afforded support with their work  
and they are having ongoing training to sharpen their skills and  
are very dedicated in how they serve. We are excited to see  
their growth within the organisation integrated to our new model  
of Community Engagement and every one of them are multiply 
skilled within the organisation.

PARTNERSHIP:
We are involved as the Alexandra Centre with a few Partnerships 
such as: Region “E” Partnership Against AIDS, Greater Alexandra 
Partnership Against AIDS, Alexandra Service Providers Forum, 
Greater Alexandra Development Forum, individual NGOs and 
newly formed CBOs. 

Alexandra Directory for 2011:
I am developing an Alexandra directory of organisations and  
hope to see it completed by the end of the next financial year.
I would like to thank the Board and Management of Lifeline since 
18 June1996 when we started the Alexandra Centre. I have a 
memorable 15 years of observing how my community has been 
touched in different ways and I am excited because more is still  
to come.  
Thank you.  
Iris Legodi-Maliboho
LifeLine Alexandra Community Co-ordinator
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LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
Based on identified opportunities for improvement,  
an implementation plan has been developed looking at  
a strategy to:
• Increase penetration of existing markets through a more  
focussed marketing approach
• Penetrate new markets by honing in on existing expertise  
and expanding our service offering 
• Acquire SETA accreditation giving us access to markets  
where this is a minimum requirement for doing business
• Ensure consistent quality control and expansion of  
EWS services

VOTE OF THANKS
The commitment shown by staff, facilitators and the EWS  
team under sometimes trying circumstances is to be highly  
commended.  A very special mention must be made to  
Samantha Williams-McCleod for her time and dedication  
in helping our emotional wellness services department. 
A very big thank you to Mike Stolz for always being available  
and willing to assist at short notice and also for donating a  
switchboard that has enabled us to operate a lot more smoothly 
and ensure that we have capacity to grow. 
Desire Davis
Lifeline Corporate Manager

LIFELINE JOHANNESBURG VICTIM EMPOWERMENT PROGRAMME:
VISION AND DELIVERY

During 2011, LifeLine Johannesburg has been privileged to set 
up an exciting project involving the Victim Empowerment Centres 
(‘VEC’s’) attached to 17 police stations across Soweto and 
Johannesburg. In Soweto, we are supporting Orlando, Meadow-
lands, Diepkloof, Kliptown, Moroka, Jabulani, Dobsonville, Naledi 
and Protea Glen.  Also included are Lenasia and Lenasia South. 
The Johannesburg VEC’s falling under our wing are Fairlands, 
Brixton, Norwood, Yeoville, Hillbrow and Jeppe.

The overall vision of the LifeLine Victim Empowerment  
Programme is to support emotional wellness in the communities it 
serves.  Our approach is to aim towards closing the loop between 
cure and prevention. This means that while victim supporters 
assist individual victims, we are also collecting statistics to inform 
community projects towards creating a healthier community.

Setting up the project has been a roller-coaster.   A definite low 
point was when the project was stopped during February. A high-
light was when it was given the go-ahead again during March. 
April was a month filled with activity. We screened 49 victim  
supporters, each having an individual screening panel interview.  
We attended a total of 33 meetings with victim supporters, the 
South African Police Services and other stakeholders. We also 
employed Nokuthula Ngwepe and Mosidi Motaung in their  
capacity as auxiliary social workers. Lungi Ndwandwe, a social 
worker, will join the programme as from 1 June 2011. An impor-
tant member of our team is ‘Nunus’, an Opal Corsa purchased  
in March for the use of the VEP department. 

There were many important tasks that required our attention 
during May. We focussed on getting to grips with the statistics  
for April. We also did a comprehensive survey of the 17 VEC’s  
to determine what resources each centre has. This has been  
compiled into a report which can be presented to potential 
funders.  Importantly, we started our first round of supervision  
and debriefing with all the VEC’s.  We also trained two new  
volunteers as well as four Wits students placed at Hillbrow station 
on trauma containment. We are further busy compiling pamphlets 
to advertise the VEC’s in their communities. 

Part of the frenzied activity of the VEP department during April 
was to make payment of stipends to victim supporters possible 

at the earliest opportunity. We were delighted that at the end of 
April, we paid out 38 stipends. By the end of May, this number 
increased to 49. 

Perhaps our biggest high point was when the Department of 
Health and Social Development informed us that the programme 
funding (initially only for three months), was extended for another 
12 months. This means that victim supporters can look forward  
to receiving stipends for a total of 15 months.

Victim supporters have the potential to make a real impact 
in their communities. Every month, the 17 VEC’s support over 
800 individual people in crisis. The circle of influence of Victim 
Empowerment widens to over 3000 people when the estimated 
number of affected family members (four) represented by the 
recorded individual victim is taken into account.

Generally, the reasons for community members approach-
ing the VEC’s for help are wide-ranging. There are those who 
approach the police station to open cases in instances of crime 
and violence such as home invasions, hi-jacking, robberies and 
assault.  In many areas of Johannesburg families in crisis seek 
help at the VEC for issues such as domestic violence, drug 
abuse, mental illness, family disputes, uncontrollable children, 
child abuse and run-away teenagers. 

During the month of April, the category with the overall highest 
number of incidents reported at the 17 VEC’s was domestic  
violence followed by child abuse.  Both of these constitute a  
cycle of violence in the family. An equipped volunteer has the  
opportunity to intervene and make a difference. And this is our  
job – to ensure that victim supporters are emotionally taken care 
of, given training and generally looked after.

We thank Lauren, Lorraine, Shan, Valeria, Anna, Sheila,  
Valencia, Connie, Maisy and Matthews for their support and  
participation in many of the VEP processes of the past months. 
We hope to carry this spirit of togetherness into the new year. We 
are greatly looking forward to the next 12 months during which 
we will have the privilege to work with and support the victim sup-
porters who are so bravely working at the coal face of trauma.
Isabella Holden
VEP Co-ordinator





Community dialogues

Members of the Victim Empowerment Programme (VEP)

The LifeLine Johannesburg wall was painted by a  

willing band of volunteers for Nelson Mandela Day - 

July 2010

Face-to-face counselling

Johannesburg Festival Orchestra members at the Last Night 
of the Proms 2010 – Celebrate the beautiful game with music

Macsteel LifeLine Golf Classic – 18 August 2010


